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�is article puts forward a decision model for solving a supplier selection problem in a food industry by considering multiple
objectives that in	uence the decision-making process. In times of increasing competitiveness, companies strive hard to improve
their pro
tability, and selection of supply sources may help if an appropriate decision is made through a well-structured decision-
making process. Preference modeling is conducted in a 	exible and interactive elicitation manner with the decision-maker (DM),
aided by FITradeo� method. Partial information is gathered about the DM’s preferences in such a way that less e�ort is spent on

nding a 
nal solution for the problem.

1. Introduction

One of the main decision-making problems faced by orga-
nizations is the supplier selection problem. How to select
supply sources is a strategic decision for companies, since
doing so successfully enables them to reduce their costs and
improve pro
ts [1]. Choosing a source of supply is one of the
most critical activities of supply chain management, because
a wrong choice can lead the supply chain as a whole to su�er
losses and thus this would directly a�ect the performance of
the organizations involved. On the other hand, appropriate
decisions can reduce purchasing costs, decrease production
lead time, increase customer satisfaction, and strengthen the
competitiveness of organizations [2].

Companies frequently misunderstand the supplier selec-
tion problem as a single-criterion decision-making problem,
taking into account only cost factors when making decisions.
�is approach is ine�cient, since there are other quantitative
and qualitative factors that should be considered. Tradeo�s
between multiple and con	icting objectives have to be made
in order to select the best supplier [3].

Several supplier selection problems are addressed in
the literature as multiple criteria decision-making problems.

Ho et al. [4] review the mainMCDM approaches for supplier
selection problems between 2000 and 2008. Chai et al. [5]
provide a guide to studies on supplier selection with MCDM
from 2009 to 2012 based on four aspects: decision prob-
lems, decision-makers, decision environments, and decision
approaches.

In this context, this article sets out to build a multicriteria
decision model to solve a supplier selection problem in
a food company by considering a purchasing manager’s
preferences in order to select a source of supply for packaging
material of a new product that the company is going to start
manufacturing. Preference modeling is conducted through a
compensatory approach, aided by the Flexible and Interactive
Tradeo� method, FITradeo� [6].

�e FITradeo� method was developed to elicit criteria
weights within the scope of Multiattribute Value �eory [7]
in a structured way, based on tradeo�s. �e main feature of
this new methodology compared to the traditional tradeo�
elicitation procedure is that FITradeo� works with partial
information about the DM’s preferences and thus it requires
less cognitive e�ort from the DM during the elicitation
process [6]. Partial information approaches for MCDM were
mainly developed by the fact that the information required by
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traditional methods can be tedious and time-consuming [8],
and the DM may not be willing to give information in the
detailed way required [9]. �ere are several ways of dealing
with partial information provided by theDM in the elicitation
process. Dominance intensity methods consider the infor-
mation given by DMs to run linear programming problems
so as to build a pairwise dominance matrix and thus rank
the alternatives based on incomplete information regarding
criteria weights [10–12]. �e FITradeo� method works based
on the concept of potential optimality in order to choose the
best alternative in a determined set of possible actions, based
on tradeo� judgments given by DMs. FITradeo� improves
the applicability of the traditional tradeo� procedure [6],
providing an easier decision-making process. �e elicitation
is conducted interactively with the DM through a Decision
Support System, which provides graphical visualization to
help the DM in the analyses of partial results. More details
about this MCDMmethod are provided in Section 3.

�is paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a
brief literature review about MCDM approaches for supplier
selection problems; Section 3 explains how the FITradeo�
method works for aiding MCDM problems; Section 4 sets
out the multiple criteria model for supplier selection and
describes the application in a food industry; and 
nally
some conclusions regarding this application are discussed in
Section 5.

2. Literature Related to Supplier
Selection Problems

Most organizations that produce goods or services, at some
point in the process, need some components that they do
not produce internally. When such situations happen, a
purchasing process must be started. According to Slack et
al. [13], despite the variety of purchasing activities inside
organizations, 
ve performance objectives should always
be taken into account, quality, speed, credibility, 	exibility,
and price, in order to ensure that suppliers’ systems and
performance are in accordance with the objectives of the
organization.

�e high dependency between organizations regarding
the purchasing process makes supplier selection a strategic
process for organizations. Organizations seek long-term rela-
tionships with their suppliers, based on trust and commit-
ment, so that favorable results can be achieved jointly. Despite
the strategic importance of the supplier selection process,
many organizations still limit themselves to evaluating the
price performance goal as the sole determiner when choosing
a supplier. �e evaluation of this single criterion, however, is
not the most adequate approach, since many other factors
must be taken into account for the selection process to be
e�ective [1]. Weber and Current [14] list at least twenty-three
criteria that can be considered when it comes to supplier
selection problems.

�erefore, it can be observed that supplier selection prob-
lems have two main characteristics: they are strategically
important and complex. �ese situations are characterized
as problems where at least two alternatives of action are
driven by the desire to meet multiple objectives that o�en

con	ict with each other, categorized as multicriteria decision
problems [15].

In this context, several supplier selection problems in the
literature are tackled within a multiple criteria approach, and
di�erentMCDMmethods are applied to evaluate the alterna-
tives, according to the DM’s preference structure, in the con-
text of the problem [15]. Some of theseMCDM approaches to
supplier selection problems are discussed below.

Regarding the decision actors of the process, either a
unique DM or a group of them may be involved in supplier
selection problems. As to selecting a single supplier, Dweiri et
al. [16] propose a decision support model to solve a supplier
selection problem in the automotive industry in Pakistan
based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Within a
group decision-making context, Li et al. [17] approached a
cloud service supplier selection problem based on AHP and
TOPSIS methods.

Supplier selection problems can be present in both cer-
tainty and uncertainty environments. An uncertainty envi-
ronment was approached by Çakır [18] who proposes a
supplier selection model involved in a decision process with
imprecise and subjective information; in this paper, an algo-
rithm based on Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchical Process (FAHP)
and Choquet Fuzzy Integral (CFI) methods is developed. In
the same way, Dursun and Karsak [19] propose a fuzzy multi-
criteria group decision approach for supplier selection based
on Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and the Fuzzy
Weighted Average (FWA) method for dealing with imprecise
and subjective information.

A supplier selection situation can be involved in an
environment of risk operations. Xiao et al. [20] propose a
decision model to solve a supplier selection problem under
operational risks based on integrating a Fuzzy CognitiveMap
(FCM) and a fuzzy so� set model with the Analytic Network
Process (ANP).

As a result of the growing concern about environmental
issues, Hamdam and Cheaitou [21] presented a multicriteria
decision problem to deal with green supplier selection based
on combining twoMCDMmethods: fuzzy TOPSIS andAHP.
In the same way, Kannan et al. [22] approached Green Supply
Chain Management (GSCM) in a multicriteria decision
problem to select the best green supplier for a plastics man-
ufacturer in Singapore, using FuzzyAxiomaticDesign (FAD).
Another green supplier selection problemwas approached by
Tsui and Wen [23] within a group decision-making context.

A noncompensatory rationality was considered by
Gonçalo and Alencar [24] who proposed amulticriteria deci-
sion support model for supplier selection which had two
phases: the analysis of suppliers’ products/services that
needed to be evaluated using the PROMSORT method and
the analysis of suppliers whose products/services are consid-
ered crucial using PROMETHEE II. Awasthi et al. [25] pre-
sented a multicriteria decision-making approach using the
TOPSIS method with partial information.

�erefore, due to their strategic importance for orga-
nizations, supplier selection problems need to be mod-
eled carefully, by considering the particular and individual
issues related to each speci
c situation. In this context,
this study aims to model a supplier selection problem of
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packaging material in a food industry within a multiple
criteria approach, considering a compensatory rationality for
modeling the decision-maker’s preferences with FITradeo�
method. �is new partial information method was also
applied by Henriques de Gusmão and Pereira Medeiros [26]
for selecting a strategic information system.

3. FITradeoff Method

�e Flexible and Interactive Tradeo� (FITradeo�) method
[6] was developed for eliciting scale constants (��) of criteria
(for simplicity’s sake, in this paper, sometimes the expression
criteria weight is used but with meaning of scale constant)
within the scope of Multiattribute Value �eory (MAVT), in
which alternatives are scored straightforwardly according to
the value function in the following equation:

V (��) =
�
∑
�=1
��V� (��) . (1)

�is new method incorporates the axiomatic structure of
the traditional tradeo� procedure [7] but improves its appli-
cability for the DM: the information required by FITradeo�
is cognitively easier to provide, because this new method
works with partial information about the DM’s preferences,
searching for potentially optimal alternatives inside a space of
weights, by solving linear programming problems (LPP) [6].

Considering a multicriteria decision problem with �
alternatives and � criteria and a DM with a compensatory
rationality, the FITradeo� method follows the steps that are
described below.

�e 
rst step is for the DM to rank the criteria weights.
�is step is conducted in the same way as in the traditional
tradeo� procedure [7]. �us, considering �1 as the most
preferable criteria and �� as the least preferable criteria, the
following relationship is obtained a�er this step:

�1 > �2 > �3 > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ > ��. (2)

A�er this information has been provided, a preliminary
weight space (2) is obtained. �us, the potential optimality
of each alternative will be veri
ed by linear programming
problems in order to identify which alternatives are domi-
nated (and thus eliminated from the decision process) and
which ones continue in the process as potentially optimal
alternatives for the problem. An alternative is potentially
optimal if its value in (1) is greater than or equal to the values
of all other alternatives for at least one vector of weights inside
the weight space [6]; that is, an alternative �� is potentially
optimal if the following inequality is satis
ed:

�
∑
�=1
��V� (
��) ≥

�
∑
�=1
��V� (
��) ∀� = 1, . . . , �, � ̸= �. (3)

In order to verify the potential optimality of an alternative
�� at this point, the value of �� is maximized by an LPP
model with the objective function in (4) (where the decision
variables are the scale constants ��) subject to the constraints

in (2) and (3) and considering nonnegative and normalized
weights.

max
�
∑
�=1
��V� (
��) . (4)

If the LPP model for alternative �� has a feasible solution,
then �� is potentially optimal for the problem; otherwise, ��
is eliminated from the decision-making process.

A�er running the LPPmodel for all� alternatives, if only
one alternative is found to be potentially optimal, then a sin-
gle solution for the problem has been found and the process

nishes at this point. Otherwise, the DMproceeds to the next
step: he/she starts answering elicitation questions by con-
sidering tradeo�s between consequences.

In this next step, the DM compares two 
ctitious conse-
quences, considering tradeo�s amongst criteria [6]. An inter-
esting point to highlight here is the fact that the comparisons
are made based on strict preference statements, unlike what
happens in the traditional tradeo� procedure, in which the
DM is required to specify the exact point 
�� at which two
consequences are indi�erent for him [7].

�e main feature of FITradeo� compared to the tradi-
tional tradeo� procedure is the absence of specifying an

indi�erence point (
�� ). In FITradeo�, points above (
�� ) and
below (
��� ) the indi�erence value can be found, depending on
the answeres given by the DM in the elicitation questions. It
is cognitively di�cult for the DM to specify indi�erence rela-
tions between consequences, so that a high inconsistency rate
is observed when applying the traditional tradeo� procedure
[27]. Strict preference statements are easier to provide, and
thus a reduction in inconsistencies is expected when applying
FITradeo� [6].

�erefore, rather than obtaining equations from indif-
ferent statements, FITradeo� works with partial information
in the form of inequalities (5) and (6) obtained from strict
preference statements given by the DM.

��V� (
��) ≥ ��+1, (5)

��V� (
��� ) ≤ ��+1. (6)

�ese inequalities, jointly with (2), form the new updated
space of weights. At this point, the LPP model is run again
with (5) and (6) as new constraints, with a view to 
nding the
new set of potentially optimal alternatives for the problem,
based on the updated weight space.

In the FITradeo�method, a�er theDMgives each answer,
a new inequality of type (5) and/or (6) is obtained, such that
the weight space is updated and the LPP is run again, thereby
seeking to 
nd potentially optimal alternatives. �is interac-
tive process goes on until a unique solution is found or until
the DM is not willing to give additional information [6].

�e elicitation of FITradeo� is conducted with the DM
by means of a Decision Support System (DSS). �e DSS
provides the DM with a graphical visualization of the partial
results, so that he/she can better analyze and compare the
performances of the current potentially optimal alternatives.
At this stage, if these partial results are already su�cient
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Figure 1: FITradeo� method.

for his/her purposes, the DM has the 	exibility to stop the
process before the elicitation ends and keeps the partial
results. Otherwise, the DM continues answering questions
until a unique solution is found or until he/she is no longer
able to provide more information. �e FITradeo� process is
summarized in Figure 1.

4. MCDM Model for the Supplier
Selection Problem

�is section sets out to build a multiple criteria decision
model based on the FITradeo� method so as to solve a sup-
plier selection problem in a food industry. �e organization
is a multinational company that owns global brands, and the
factory studied is located in Pernambuco, Brazil.�e problem
that is addressed is howbest to select a vendorwhowill supply
packaging material for a new product that this company
is about to start manufacturing. Figure 2 summarizes the
framework for modeling this decision problem, which was
built based on a structured framework [15].

�e 
rst step is to characterize the DM and other actors
of the decision-making process. In this case, the DM is the
manager of the purchasing department of the company who
is responsible for decisions of this kind. Other actors are also
involved in the decision problem. Analysts from the plan-
ning, quality, and logistics department can contribute by pro-
viding factual information for this problem, since their rou-
tine at work is strongly connected to scheduling (planning),
delivering (logistics), and inspection (quality) of raw/pack-
aging materials. �erefore, these other actors can contribute
as specialists who will help de
ne criteria and alternatives for
this problem.

In the second step of the model, the set of potential sup-
pliers and the criteria to evaluate them are de
ned. �e sup-
plier selection problem addressed here has only 
ve poten-
tial suppliers that can be considered as alternatives for this

Characterizing decision-maker and

other actors

De�ning criteria and set of

potential suppliers

Rank-ordering scale constants of

the criteria

Eliciting decision-maker’s

preferences

Analyses of results

FITradeoff

Figure 2: Decision model for supplier selection problem based on
FITradeo�.

problem. �is is because this industry belongs to a multi-
national company with high quality standards, and thus it
preapproves suppliers who are considered able to meet the
minimal requirements needed. In this case, only these 
ve
vendors have passed this stage, and thus they are then consid-
ered as potential candidates to supply the packaging material
for a product that the company is about to start manufactur-
ing.

�us, the set of alternatives is A = {Supplier 1; Supplier 2;
Supplier 3; Supplier 4; Supplier 5}. Regarding the set of cri-
teria to evaluate these potential suppliers, the DM, together
with other analysts from the company, de
ned seven criteria,
which are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Description of criteria.

Criteria Description Objective

Price Amount paid for one kilogram of the packaging material (R$/kg). Minimize

Freight
Related to the reliability of the transport. Subjectively measured on a 0-1 scale
(1 is the most reliable), based on personal judgments of the decision actors.

Maximize

Accuracy
Rate of deliveries with the correct amount ordered, measured in periods of

one month: deliveries with correct amount/total of deliveries.
Maximize

Promptness
Rate of deliveries on time, measured in periods of one month: deliveries on

time/total of deliveries.
Maximize

Quality
Rate of deliveries with no damage in materials, measured in periods of one

month: deliveries with no damaged material/total of deliveries.
Maximize

Lead time
Time computed from the date of receiving the purchase order to the date of

the delivery (in days).
Minimize

Flexibility
Related to the acceptability of the supplier regarding changes of amount or
delivery date of purchase orders. Measured on a verbal scale: 1 = not 	exible

and 5 = very 	exible.
Maximize

At this point, it is possible to build the decision matrix,
with the performance of each alternative evaluated with
respect to each criterion (see Table 2).

An important issue to point out here is regarding what
comes to the complexity of this decision-making problem.
Even though there are only 
ve alternatives, seven criteria
are considered to evaluate these alternatives, which can be
considered relatively complex for the challenges of preference
modeling, particularly with a compensatory rationality. �e
complexity of an MCDM/A model is in the number of
criteria, whereas in a computational analysis it might be con-
sidered in the number of alternatives. �e main challenge in
anMCDM/Amodel is to build theDM’s preferencemodeling
and incorporate the DM’s preference in the mathematical
decision model [7, 28–30]. On the other hand, one of the
curiosities of the FITradeo� is that the number of alternatives
is not a relevant issue. At the very beginning of the FITradeo�
process, the number of potentially optimal alternatives (POA)
is reduced to a number between 1 and 7 in more than 95% of
cases, based on simulations conducted [31].

�erefore, the preference modeling was carefully con-
ducted with the DM with the FITradeo� method. �e sub-
sequent steps of the model in Figure 2 are explained in the
following subsections.

4.1. Preference Modeling with FITradeo�. �e third step of
the model proposed in Figure 2 consists of ranking criteria
weights, considering the DM’s preferences. In this step, the
DM holistically evaluates the criteria in order to rank them
according to his/her preferences, considering not only the
relative importance of each criterion but also the range of
values of the consequences (Keeney and Rai�a [7]).�e order
obtained by the DM was

�price > �freight > �accuracy > �quality > ��exibility

> �lead time > �promptness.
(7)

�e next step is to elicit scale constants based on the
FITradeo� method. A�er ranking the criteria weights, the
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Figure 3: Bar graphic of potentially optimal alternatives.

LPPmodel shown in Section 3 runs in order to look for poten-
tially optimal alternates in the current space of weights [6].
Suppliers 1, 2, and 3 were found as potentially optimal alter-
natives at this point, and Suppliers 4 and 5 were eliminated.
FITradeo� DSS provides the DMwith graphical visualization
of partial results during the process, which characterizes the
	exibility of this method. Figure 3 shows the bar graphic
provided by the DSS, which can help the DM to compare the
performances of the current potentially optimal alternatives.

Criteria are ordered from le� to right, and the perfor-
mance of the alternatives in each criterion is represented by
the bars (one color for each alternative). �e height of each
bar represents the value of the consequence of an alternative
in one criterion, normalized on a 0-1 ratio scale. By analyzing
Figure 3, the DM can holistically compare these three alter-
natives in order to decide whether or not this partial result is
already su�cient for him to make a 
nal decision.

Advantages of using graphics in decision process have
been discussed in the literature [32] and particularly as to
applying them in multicriteria decision problems [33]. �is
is an interesting trend that seeks to improve 	exibility in
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Table 2: Decision matrix of the supplier selection problem.

Alternatives/criteria Price Freight Accuracy Promptness Quality Lead time Flexibility

Supplier 1 17,44 1 0.9 0.9 1 45 2

Supplier 2 16,43 1 0.9 1 1 45 1

Supplier 3 14,38 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 45 3

Supplier 4 20,69 0.7 1 0.95 0.75 63 5

Supplier 5 20,69 1 1 1 0,5 45 4

Decision Support Systems (DSS). One of the main issues
for graphical visualization in decision processes is the level
of con
dence of the analysis, for which more studies are
required. In this context, cognitive neuroscience and decision
neuroscience appear as recent multidisciplinary approaches
[34], which can be applied to improve the con
dence of
visualization tools in DSS and can also be applied to evaluate
reduction on the cognitive e�ort in decision problems.

For this application in a supplier selection problem, the
DM has chosen to start answering the elicitation questions
because doing holistic evaluation based on the graphic in
Figure 3 was still cognitively di�cult for him, since all the
three alternatives seem to have good outcomes for the prob-
lem. �is kind of judgment is supported by a set of recom-
mendations that is given to the analyst, which is obtained
from the decision neuroscience studies for the FITradeo�
method, also using eye tracking tools [34].

�us, the DM answered the 
rst elicitation question, and
the set of potentially optimal alternatives remained the same:
Suppliers 1, 2, and 3. A�er he answered the second question,
a unique solution was found: Supplier 2.

Table 3 has a summary of the application of FITradeo�,
where the 
rst column (cycle) indicates the number of the
question answered. �e second and third columns show the
values of consequences A and B compared by the DM (for
details, see [6]), and the fourth column shows the answer
given by the DM.�e last column shows the set of potentially
optimal alternatives obtained by the LPP model a�er that
question.

In FITradeo�, at each cycle, the DM is required to state
his/her preference between two consequences (A and B), but
he/she may also be indi�erent between them or choose not
to answer such question, so that the model computes another
question with no loss of information [6]. In the 
rst question,
the DM preferred consequence A over consequence B, but
he was indi�erent between the consequences of the second
question. A 
nal solution was found immediately a�er he
answered the second question.

�e last step of the model, proposed in Figure 1, is to
analyze the results obtained. �ese are discussed in the next
subsection.

4.2. Discussion of Results. On analyzing the result obtained
by FITradeo�, one should note that the supplier selected
(Supplier 2) is not the one that o�ers the lowest price, which
con
rms the statement that selecting a supplier based only on
cost factors may not represent the best compromise solution
for the supply chain as a whole. Supplier 3 is the one with
the best price, but compared to Suppliers 1 and 2, it has the
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Figure 4: Final weight space obtained by FITradeo�.

worst performance on most of the criteria (freight, accuracy,
quality, and promptness), as Figure 3 shows. �erefore, these
results showhow important it is to consider amultiple criteria
approach in order to deal with supplier selection problems.

Unlike traditionalmethods inwhich exact values for scale
constants are obtained (e.g., [7, 35]), FITradeo� works with
a set of feasible vectors of weights, or weight space, within
which a search for potentially optimal alternatives is made
by the LPP model. �erefore, a�er a 
nal solution was found
(Supplier 2), no exact values of weights were calculated, but a

nal weight space, for which Supplier 2 is the best alternative,
was obtained. �e 
nal weight space achieved at the end of
the application is illustrated in Figure 4, represented by the
minimum and maximum values for each scale constant.

For any set of weight vectors inside such a space, the
global value of alternative 2 is greater than the global value of
any of the other alternatives.�us, by analyzing Figure 4, one
can see that Supplier 2 is the best alternative for a relatively
large range of weight values, thus showing that the result
obtained is reasonably robust.

With regard to the applicability of the method from the
DM’s point of view, it could be seen that the number of
questions needed to 
nd a 
nal solution was only 2, which
shows that FITradeo� did not require the DM to make
much e�ort to solve this problem. �e quantity of questions
required by the FITradeo� method to 
nd a unique solution
to MCDM problems in general is not a 
xed number; it may
vary according to the data of the problem; in particular, two
key aspects have in	uence on this issue: the topology of the
alternatives and the distribution of criteria weights.�ere are
some cases in which right a�er the ranking of criteria weights
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Table 3: Summary of FITradeo� application.

Cycle Consequence A Consequence B: best of Answer Potentially optimal alternatives

0 Ordering... Supplier 1, Supplier 2, Supplier 3

1 17.53 of price Promptness A Supplier 1, Supplier 2, Supplier 3

2 17.53 of price Freight I Supplier 2

a solution can be found; in other cases, even more than 10
questions might be necessary [6]. For this speci
c supplier
selection problem addressed here, only two questions were
necessary in order to 
nd a 
nal solution for the problem.

As explained in Section 3, all questions put for the DM in
the FITradeo� Decision Support System ask him to compare
the following: consequence A, with an intermediate value
for one criterion and the worst value for the others, and
consequence B, with the best value for one criterion and the
worst value for the others. �e DM has four possible answers
for such questions: preference for consequence A; preference
for consequence B; indi�erence between these two conse-
quences; or choosing not to answer the question (because he
does not want to or is not willing to). In this supplier selection
problem, Table 3 shows that the second question put for the
DM by the FITradeo� DSS was the following: consequence
A, with R$17.35/kg value for the price and worst value for the
other criteria, and consequence B, with the best outcome for
freight (which is 1, according to Table 2) and the worst out-
come for the others.�e DM had the option to answer in any
of the four ways explained above, but, according to his pref-
erences, he felt indi�erent between these two consequences.
�erefore, he did not have to exactly specify an indi�erence
value because the method requires that (as happens in the
traditional tradeo� procedure [7]), but instead he chose to
give such information. If the traditional tradeo� procedure
was applied to solve this problem, at least 6 (number of
criteria − 1) indi�erence statements would be mandatory in
order to 
nd a solution. In FITradeo�, the DM does not
necessarily give indi�erence statements, but he is allowed to
if so he desires because of the 	exibility of this method.

�us, a reduction in the number of questions was reached
by applying FITradeo�, and the cognitive e�ort may also be
reduced depending on the answers given by the DM. Time
is precious and in short supply for managers of multinational
companies, so they are always looking to reduce the e�ort and
time spent with processes like decision-making, which puts
forward FITradeo� as a good alternative of MCDM method
for aiding this problem.

�eDSS used in this application is available for download
on request at http://
tradeo�.org/.

5. Conclusions

Given the increasing competitiveness of organizations, it is
important to give special attention to key decisions that
can improve a company’s results, such as how best to select
suppliers. In this context, this paper presented a structured
multiple criteria approach for tackling the problem of select-
ing a supplier of packaging material to a food company.

Seven criteria were selected to represent the objectives related
to this particular problem, and 
ve vendors were evaluated
with respect to these criteria. �e preference modeling was
conducted considering a purchasing manager’s preferences
within a compensatory approach, aided by the Flexible and
Interactive Tradeo� (FITradeo�) method.

�e elicitation process in FITradeo� was conducted with
the DM by means of a Decision Support System, in which
the DM interactively answers questions, and then potentially
optimal alternatives are sought by solving linear program-
ming problems. FITradeo� DSS also provides graphical
visualization for the DM at each step in a 	exible way, so
that the DM can holistically analyze the performance of
the potentially optimal alternatives. �is method has been
supported by studies based on neuroscience [34].

A�er two elicitation questions answered by the DM, the
DSS found a 
nal solution for the problem. An interesting
thing to point out is the fact that the selected alternative
was not the one presenting the best price o�er, which most
of the time is the only attribute considered by companies
in order to make this kind of decision. �us, evidence that
approaches considering only cost factorsmay not result in the
best compromise solution for a company is provided.

An advantage of applying FITradeo� to solve this problem
can be observed by comparing it to the traditional tradeo�
elicitation procedure. If the traditional tradeo� was to be
applied, a minimum of six indi�erence statements (� − 1)
from the DM would be required to 
nd a 
nal solution.
Indi�erent statements are cognitively di�cult to provide,
and FITradeo� does not necessarily require this kind of
information. Partial information can be provided with strict
preference statements. With FITradeo�, only two questions
were necessary to 
nd a 
nal compromise solution, which
resulted in the DM saving time and e�ort.
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